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              an easy process that will help you target the right areas and save you time 
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Mounting your Insectagon 
 

A) Installing your Insectagon with a 2-way tape is the easiest securing method, this method will save you time inside the 
account.  
• First remove one side of the 2-way tape and placing it on the back of the station.  
• When you are ready to install the Insectagon in your account remove the second side of the tape. Then apply your 

Insectagon in areas of concern. 
• Apply your preferred bait and close station. 

 
B) Installing your Insectagon by a screw will allow for a longer lasting position. This is also recommended in high traffic 
areas or when there is a higher risk of children or pets in the area. 
• To mount your Insectagon by using a screw first open the Insectagon. You will find a screw placement hole. Place 

the screw inside the hole and drive the screw into the surface, for example: cabinet, baseboard, wall, appliances, 
deck, fence, or any other areas of concern in your account. 

• Close the Insectagon after installing. 
 

Cleaning & Refilling 
 

For cleaning and refilling your Insectagon takes a couple easy steps. Refilling will allow your Insectagon 
to sustain the natural pheromones left over from past activity. Giving your Insectagon the advantage in attracting 
future activity. 

A) First open your Insectagon from the install location (there is no need to uninstall during the cleaning and refilling 
process).  

B) After you have open your Insectagon pull on the bait box to remove from the station.  
C) Clean your bait box. 
D) To reinstall the bait box simply align the indent in the box with the holding tab, then click back into place. 
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INSECTAGON works with gel and granular bait as well as 
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and service upgrades.
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to base boards.
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For several months experts have been testing INSECTAGON 
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eliminating roaches and ants.
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The next generation  
bait station, designed by 
professionals for professionals
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